INTRODUCTION
The components of speech may be analyzed as a temporal sequence of brief acoustic events. These brief events may be viewed as a set of noise bursts representing a broad range of overall durations and spectral properties (Denes and Pinson, 1973). Durations for speech components range from a few tens of ms for plosive consonants to average vowel durations of about 300 ms (Fletcher, 1972) . The effective bandwidths for consonants vary widely and may range up to at least 6000 Hz (Potter et al., 1947; Strevens, 1960) . Formant bandwidths for vowels vary from roughly 40 to 250 Hz and average about 100 Hz (Fant, 1956) .
Although brief narrow bands of noise are basic building blocks of the speech signal, we know surprisingly little about how listeners integrate these signals over time. In almost all temporal integration (TI) experiments to date, the listener has A second and related question we addressed in this study was how masked detection thresholds for signals narrower than a critical bandwidth fit with a constant-WT-product prediction. Green (1960) stated that if W were less than a critical bandwidth, then the optimum-detection model could not be applied. Green tested the optimum-detection model, however, only for signals broader than a critical bandwidth (W =655, 3862, and 5134 Hz). Thus the model may or may not be appropriate for signals narrower than a critical bandwidth.
The listening strategies and types of auditory cues that listeners use to detect brief narrow-band signals in a gated broadband masker is also a fundamental and important experimental question in this study. TI has typically been reported for detection thresholds measured in quiet or in a fixed-level, temporally continuous broadband masker (see Watson and Gertgel, 1969) . In preliminary experiments prior to assessing TI, we compared masked detection thresholds for a range of W and T measured in fixed-and random-level gated maskers. The resulting masked detection thresholds provided evidence for relative temporal and spectral cues that may arise between the signal and masker. These cues may supplant or supplement energy detection cues. We conclude this report by deriving a new multi-cue detection model from the evidence for multiple auditory cues in the masked detection task. The new model enables us to predict masked detection thresholds for a broad range of brief noise band signals in a gated broadband masker.
I. METHOD

A. Subjects
The three junior investigators, ages 20-32 years, participated as the listeners in this study. Each subject had normal hearing and no previous experience as a listener in laboratory conditions. Each subject received two or more hours of practice on selected conditions before we began formal data collect. This training was sufficient for the listeners to achieve asymptotic detection.
B. Stimuli
The noise signals and maskers were generated digitally by programming an array processor (TDT, model QAP1) to implement an inverse FFF procedure. The resulting noise bands were attenuated >90 dB at frequencies _+ 10 Hz outside of the nominal passband. Stimuli were played out through a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) (TDT, model Quikki QDA1) with 16-bit precision and a sampling period of 25 /as. The DAC output was low-pass filtered (TDT, All maskers and signals were gated with 10-ms raised-cosine rise/fall times. For the standard condition of measurement, the rise/fall times were not considered as part of the nominal signal duration, T. I In contrast, the durations for the stimuli reported in the preliminary studies were operationally defined to include the rise/fall times as part of the total T. The preliminary maskers and signals, except for T= 10 ms, were gated with 10-ms raised-cosine rise/fall times. The preliminary signals for T= 10 ms were presented with 5-ms rise/fall times. 2
The task of the listener in both the random-and fixedlevel trials was to respond to the signal-plus-masker interval and to track signal level adaptively for 70.7% correct detection (Levitt, 1971 For the random-level trials, the signal and masker were passed together through a common programmable attenuator (TDT model PA3), which was situated in the stimulus circuit after the adaptive signal level was monitored. The attenuator was programmed to impose the same amount of randomlevel variation on the signal and masker in a given interval. This procedure maintained a constant ratio of the signal and masker levels presented on a given trial within the block.
The overall levels of the random-level signal and masker were varied randomly and independently over a 50-dB range from interval to interval of each two-interval, twoalternative, forced-choice trial of the block. The fixed-level masker was presented at 53 dB SPL/Hz in both intervals of each trial.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Preliminary studies: Evidence for listening strategies and auditory cues
Overview
The purpose of measuring masked detection thresholds with fixed-and random-level maskers in the preliminary studies was to compare within-and across-interval listening strategies in the manner of a profile analysis task (Green, 1988) . With this paradigm, we were also able to evaluate different auditory cues that the listeners were using for detection (Kidd, 1987; Gilkey, 1987) . Thresholds measured for a random-level masker may be compared with results measured for a fixed-level masker. If performance is disrupted by randomizing overall level, then we expect that the listener is relying on a traditional energy cue compared across intervals of each trial. If performance is unaffected by random-level variation, then spectral shape change is a potential cue for detection. That is, the listener may be monitoring across frequency and judging a change in energy in the background (masker) spectrum over those frequencies corresponding to the signal. Other cues for detection are not necessarily eliminated, but may be affected by the random-level masker. One of these cues, a relative timing cue, has been described by Gilkey (1987) . The idea is that the listener may compare signal-to-masker differences arising over time because the signal is gated on sometime after the onset of the masker and is gated off before the offset of the masker. This asynchronous gating of the signal with respect to the gating of the masker produces a temporal fringe whereby the masker extends in time on both sides of the signal and affords the listener a relative timing cue. Gilkey reported that randomlevel masking may also disrupt detection of the signal as the masker duration approaches the signal duration. 
Results
Consider
Discussion
Among the eight W conditions, only W=6000 Hz yielded a statistically significant difference (paired t statistic =-3.716, df=124, p=0.0003) when the masked detection thresholds were compared for the fixed-and random-level maskers across T for corresponding conditions of W. The significant differences were due largely to the masked detection thresholds measured for T=500 ms and, to a lesser extent, to masked detection thresholds measured for T=320 ms. The masked detection threshold measured for the random-level masker for T--500 ms was elevated by 18.4 dB relative to the corresponding masked detection threshold measured in the fixed-level masker. The greatly elevated masked detection threshold in the random-level masker was expected for the condition T=500 ms and W=6000 Hz. The listener had no usable cue aside from artifact for this signal condition. 4 The uncorrelated signal and masker were matched spectrally and also were gated on and off simultaneously. Thus the listener could garner neither a cue from a difference in spectra nor a difference in relative temporal gating by comparing the signal against the masker. Moreover, random-level variation from interval to interval of a trial prevented the listener from relying consistently on an energy cue compared across observation intervals.
The results above provide negative evidence for possible cues and listening strategies. The masked detection thresholds measured for the fixed-and random-level maskers were not significantly different except for W=6000 Hz and T•>320. This finding indicates that the listeners did not routinely use energy differences between the signal-plus-masker interval and the masker-alone interval. The role of a spectral shape cue also appears unlikely for the conditions W=6000 Hz and T<•160 ms, which yielded similar masked detection thresholds for fixed-and random-level maskers. For these conditions, the across-interval energy cue was again negated by random-level variation and the spectral shape cue was eliminated by matching the uncorrelated signal and masker spectrally. Thus, by process of elimination, the only remaining cue available to the listeners for the conditions W=6000 Hz and T<•160 ms was a relative timing cue due to gating of the signal and masker asynchronously. This cue may contribute to all of the results in Fig. 1 except for those conditions where the temporal fringe from the masker was eliminated by gating the signal and masker on and off simultaneously or nearly simultaneously (i.e., T=320 and 500 ms).
When the listeners could not rely on a relative timing cue for detection, they availed themselves of other cues. Consider, for example, those situations where the masked detection threshold remained low even though the relative timing cue and the traditional energy cue were nonexistent. These situations are represented by W=62-4000 Hz when T=500 ms in the random-level masker. The only cue evident for these conditions was the difference in signal and masker spectra within the signal interval. Thus for these conditions the listeners could readily use an alternative listening strategy based on spectral shape discrimination.
Finally, we have evidence that the traditional energy cue, compared across observation intervals, was the sole usable cue for our listeners for W--6000 Hz and T=500 ms in the fixed-level masker. We know this because the masked detection threshold remained low when the relative temporal cue and spectral shape cue were rendered useless by matching the uncorrelated signal and masker spectrally and temporally. In turn, detection was disrupted by the random-level masker, which precluded an across-interval comparison of energy. 
where I r was the signal level at threshold for a given signal duration T, Io• was the signal intensity at asymptotic threshold for a long duration signal, and r was the time constant.
The latter was modelled after the time constant for an RC circuit where r represents the time at which a voltage applied to the circuit is reduced to 37% of the original voltage. We fit Eq. (2) by adjusting r to minimize the mean-squared error between the normalized data and the fitted prediction.
Results
Consider first the masked detection thresholds shown in 
& Discussion
A curious trend is evident in Fig. 3 and was also observed for other fitting strategies and assumptions that we evaluated. Values of r, ranging between 100 and 114 ms, were relatively invariant as W was increased across the conditions W=62, 125, 250 and 500 Hz. A pronounced transition in r, from 111 to 53 ms, was evident as W was increased from W=500 to 1000 Hz. For W>1000 Hz, r was reduced systematically as W was increased. Thus W=500 Hz was a transitional condition. The 500-Hz signal bandwidth was either at the limit or extended just beyond the critical bandwidth expected for a center frequency of 2500 Hz, whereas the bandwidths for W•<250 Hz were narrower than a typical Fig. 4 where, on average, sensitivity changed by about 5 dB as T was increased from 10 to 480 ms. The greatest difference in sensitivity in Fig. 4 is that between the conditions W=62 Hz and T=10 ms and W=6000 tIz and T=480 ms. The total difference is about 12 dB, with a range from roughly 0 to 12 dB.
Discussion
The discrepancy between our results and Green's results can be explained in part by the fact that our test conditions differed from those that led him to formulate the optimumdetection model (Green, 1960) . First, the optimum-detection model made no prediction for signals narrower than a critical bandwidth. The estimates of r that we reported earlier indicated that the critical bandwidth was probably a factor affecting TI. The critical bandwidth may also have been an influential factor in terms of these sensitivity data. A role is hinted in Table I, 
fit to the sensitivity data from Fig. 4 for each W as a function of T. In Eq. (4),/30 is the y-intercept parameter and/•/t is the slope parameter for the function. In Table I The linear regression results are summarized in Table II 
Consider for a given value of T in Iable II that the average difference in sensitivity between W=62 and 6000 Hz was Table II where predicted sensitivity from Eq. (5) is compared between W=62 and 6000 Hz for each T. As W approached the bandwidth of the masker, the signal and masker spectra became more alike and the listener had less spectral fringe with which to compare the signal against the masker in the signalplus-masker interval. Thus a spectral shape cue, which varied systematically across W and was inversely proportional to W, can account for the role of signal bandwidth in Fig. 4 and Table I1 . We suspect that the ratio of signal bandwidth-tomasker bandwidth, rather than absolute W, controlled the pattern of the data. We lean toward this conclusion based upon the finding that the pattern of masked detection thresholds for W=2000 Hz measured in the 6000-Hz-wide masker was virtually the same as that for a pilot condition measured for W=4000 Hz presented in a 10,000-Hz-wide masker. The signal-to-masker bandwidth ratio for these two conditions was similar, 1 to 3 vs 2 to 5. Moreover, detection of W=4000 Hz in the 6000-Hz-wide masker was perceptually more difficult than detection of W=4000 Hz in the 10 000- We followed the simple linear-regression analyses presented in Tables I and II 
Equation (9) makes no distinction for W narrower than or greater than the CB. We are generally satisfied with the success of the multicue detection model for our data set, but we will need masked detection thresholds for a greater range of W and T and more data for the most difficult test conditions to extend predictions to parameter conditions that may now limit the model. We also need to evaluate the multi-cue detection model for other center frequencies, masker bandwidths, and So/No conditions to establish the generality of the model. The similarity of the masked detection thresholds in the fixedand random-level maskers suggests that the multi-cue detection model will be robust and will likely be applicable to a wide dynamic range of masker (and signal) levels (i.e., spectrum levels from at least 3 to 53 dB SPL/Hz). It is surprising to us that our TI data changed dramatically as W was increased beyond the critical bandwidth, whereas the masked detection thresholds, which were the bases for the TI data and were predicted well by the multi-cue detection models, were seemingly insensitive to an effect of the critical bandwidth. More data are needed for other center frequency conditions to evaluate critical bandwidth effects on the multi-cue detection model.
III. GENERAL DISCUSSION
Consider the findings of this study in terms of the experimental questions that we introduced at the outset. Two questions we raised were whether or not (1) TI for noise band signals depends on tV and (2) the critical bandwidth is a factor influencing the predictions of the optimum-detection model. As to the first question, our results were unequivocal and revealed that TI and r were related inversely to W for W>CB. TI and r were relatively invariant for W<CB. Evidence for TI measured with pure tones has previously revealed that r is shorter for high-frequency signals than for low-frequency signals (Plomp and Bournart, 1959; Watson and Gengel, 1969 ). We do not know whether the shorter time constants measured for broader W in this study are due primarily to increases in signal bandwidth or to increasing highfrequency signal content as W was increased. It is clear, however, that the steepness of the TI functions and the magnitudes of r were dependent on the way we defined the duration of the signal and how we implemented the rise/fall time parameter. s This finding suggests a possible explanation for the large range of variation in the steepness of TI runetions reported previously in the literature for brief duration signals. In regard to the second question, the role of the critical bandwidth as a factor influencing the predictions of the optimum-detection model was hinted in the predicted sensitivity data. In contrast, the critical bandwidth was not a significant factor affecting the predictions of the multi-cue detection model. We compared masked detection thresholds measured in fixed-and random-level gated maskers in preliminary studies to assess auditory cues and listening strategies used by our listeners. The gated masker enabled us to evaluate a type of temporal profile cue created by gating the signal and masker nonsimultaneously. This cue was found to be robust and was not affected appreciably by random-level variation. Sensitivity data predicted by the optimum-detection model for our data set revealed that this relative temporal cue was diminished as T approached the gated masker duration, 480 ms. This change in the relative timing cue between T=10 and 480 ms accounted for an average change in sensitivity of 5.12 dB at the output of the optimum-detection model across our conditions of W. Our results are consistent with Gilkey's (1987) finding that differences in detection of a signal in fixed-and random-level maskers depend on the relative difference between the signal and masker durations. Further research is necessary to establish the relation between absolute and relative signal and masker durations and the limits of this relative timing cue. We would expect that the relative timing cue would dissipate for some long duration of the masker (as the masker would effectively become temporally continuous). Additional research is also required to determine whether or not the listener detects this relative timing cue by monitoring signal and masker timing differences within the signal interval or by comparing successively the time profiles of the signal-plus-masker interval and the masker-alone interval.
The spectral shape cue provided our listeners a second cue for detection in this study. The spectral shape cue was of greatest strength when the signal and masker were most different spectrally for W=62 Hz. The cue was eliminated for W=6000 Hz when the uncorrelated signal and masker were matched spectrally. The average change in sensitivity across W from 62 to 6000 Hz for a given T averaged about 5 dB.
This result is also consistent with related evidence from Gilkey (1987) , who reported that masked detection thresholds measured in a random-level masker were dependent on the spectral similarities of the signal and masker.
The relative timing cue and the spectral shape cue combined together independently and in nearly equal portions to provide a total sensitivity advantage of roughly 12 dB between the conditions (1) T=10 ms and W=62 Hz and (2) T=480 ms and W=6000 Hz. These two cues supplemented a third cue, the traditional energy cue, which was the only cue available when the signal was matched temporally and spectrally with the uncorrelated, fixed-level masker. Temporal envelope differences between the signal and masker represent another set of cues that the listener may use when a noise band signal and a noise masker differ spectrally. Up until now we have assumed that the spectral shape cue was the lone salient cue when the signal and masker spectra differed. We know, however, that the rate of temporal envelope fluctuation is predictable from changes in W. The expected number of maxima of the fluctuating envelope is roughly R=0.64(W) maxima per s (Rice, 1954) . This would mean that the average rate of temporal envelope fluctuation in this study ranged from R =40 to 3840 maxima per s for W=62 to 6000 Hz. Studies of rate discrimination for interrupted or amplitude-modulated noise carriers have shown that envelope rates may be discriminable for some listeners up to R=640 per s (i.e., W=1000 Hz) (Ritsma and Hoekstra, 1974; Formby, 1982) . Thus changes in W in this study may have offered our listeners both a spectral shape cue and a temporal envelope cue with which to compare the signal against the background masker within the signai-plusmasker interval. Both cues would have been diminished systematically as W approached the bandwidth of the masker. In the case of the temporal envelope cue, the listener may have been able to compare a difference between a noise band signal having an R<•3840 maxima per s and a masker having an R = 3840 maxima per s. The listeners conceivably could have compared these rate differences either within or across observation intervals. Random masker levels probably would not have greatly affected a listening strategy based on rate discrimination. Further research will be necessary to evaluate the role of the temporal envelope cue.
Green's (1960) optimum-detection model was instrumental in deriving the multi-cue detection models that we used to predict our masked detection thresholds. His model failed to predict our data set because it was based on the assumption that the traditional energy cue alone was salient to the listener. A variation of the optimum-detection model was proposed more recently by Schacknow and Raab (1976) who considered detection when the bandwidth of the masker extended beyond W. Their model was unable to account for detection results when the signal and masker were gated on and off simultaneously, and would be unable to account for our findings for asynchronous gating of the signal and masker? It is also not obvious to us that any of the recent models, including the "profile" models (which typically match the durations of the incremented signal and background) (e.g., Durlach et el., 1986; Green, 1988), would have predicted these findings better than did our multi-cue detection models.
Particularly challenging for the future will be efforts to extend the multi-cue detection model (or some other model) to predict detection in fluctuating acoustic backgrourids such as ongoing speech, which is neither temporally nor spectrally constant nor continuous. Based on our TI findings and the predictions from the multi-cue detection model, we might expect that brief narrow-band signals, like a voiceless plosire consonant/p/, are more difficult to integrate over time in ongoing speech than the voiceless fricative consonant /f/, which tends to be a longer, broader õandwidth signal. On the other hand, the narrow-band, brief-duration properties that may make/p/more difficult to integrate than/f/may afford the listener strong relative signal-to-masker cues in a gated broadband masker. Such cues may enhance the relative detectability of/p/in a broadband time-varying masker such as ongoing speech. This possibility suggests a broad range of future research for both simple and complex masked auditory signals, including speech signals.
IV. SUMMARY
We estimated TI from masked detection thresholds for noise band signals presented in a gated broadband masker. TI and r were found to vary inversely with W for W>CB. TI and •' were relatively invariant for W<•CB. The masked detection data were evaluated in the context of an optimumdetection model originally proposed by Green (1960) for predicting sensitivity to noise band signals presented in a temporally continuous broadband masker. Our results did not follow a constant-WT-product prediction for an optimum detector, but the predictions from the model did help us to understand patterns in the data. At least three different detection cues were identified and the advantage gained by using each of these cues was inferred for different combinations of signal and musket parameters. The maximum gain in sensitivity found in this study, when referenced to detection based on a traditional energy cue alone, was about 12 dB. This advantage was achieved with almost equal and independent contributions from a relative temporal cue and a spectral shape cue for our narrowest bandwidth, shortest duration signal, W=62 Hz and T=10 ms. This condition afforded our listeners maximum temporal and spectral differences between the signal and the musket. Masked detection thresholds were predicted by a new multi-cue detection model. The predicted results were highly correlated (r=0.95) with empirically measured thresholds for all signals in this study except very small values of W and T. Further research is necessary to evaluate the limits of the multi-cue detection model and applications of the new model for predicting detection in complex stimulus conditions such as ongoing speech.
